
 

How Facebook has become the world's
largest echo chamber
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A new AI tool created to help identify certain kinds of substance abuse based on
a homeless youth's Facebook posts could provide homeless shelters with vital
information to incorporate into each individual's case management plan. Credit:
CC0 Public Domain

I began my research career in the last century with an analysis of how
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news organisations were adapting to this strange new thing called "the
Internet". Five years later I signed up for Twitter and, a year after that,
for Facebook.

Now, as it celebrates its 14th birthday, Facebook is becoming
ubiquitous, and its usage and impact is central to my (and many others')
research.

In 2017 the social network had 2 billion members, by its own count.
Facebook's relationship with news content is an important part of this
ubiquity. Since 2008 the company has courted news organisations with
features like "Connect", "Share" and "Instant Articles". As of 2017, 48%
of Americans rely primarily on Facebook for news and current affairs
information.

Social networks present news content in a way that's integrated into the
flow of personal and other communication. Media scholar Alfred
Hermida calls this "ambient news". It's a trend that has been considered
promising for the development of civil society. Social media – like the
Internet before it – has being hailed as the new "public sphere": a place
for civic discourse and political engagement among the citizenry.

But, unlike the Internet, Facebook is not a public space in which all
content is equal. It is a private company. It controls what content you
see, according to algorithms and commercial interests. The new public
sphere is, in fact, privately owned, and this has far-reaching implications
for civic society worldwide.

When a single company is acting as the broker for news and current
affairs content for a majority of the population, the possibility for abuse
is rife. Facebook is not seen as a "news organisation", so it falls outside
of whatever regulations countries apply to "the news". And its content is
provided by myriad third parties, often with little oversight and tracking
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by countries' authorities. So civic society's ability to address concerns
about Facebook's content becomes even more constrained.

Getting to know all about you

Facebook's primary goal is to sell advertising. It does so by knowing as
much as possible about its users, then selling that information to
advertisers. The provision of content to entice consumers to look at
advertising is not new: it's the entire basis of the commercial media.

But where newspapers can only target broad demographic groups based
on language, location and, to an extent, education level and income,
Facebook can narrow its target market down to individual level. How?
Based on demographics – and everything your "likes", posts and
comments have told it.

This ability to fine tune content to subsets of the audience is not limited
to advertising. Everything on your Facebook feed is curated and
presented to you by an algorithm seeking to maximise your engagement
by only showing you things that it thinks you will like and respond to.
The more you engage and respond, the better the algorithm gets at
predicting what you will like.

When it comes to news content and discussion of the news, this means
you will increasingly only see material that's in line with your stated
interests. More and more, too, news items, advertisements and posts by
friends are blurred in the interface. This all merges into a single stream
of information.

And because of the way your network is structured, the nature of that
information becomes ever more narrow. It is inherent in the ideals of
democracy that people be exposed to a plurality of ideas; that the public
sphere should be open to all. The loss of this plurality creates a society
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made up of extremes, with little hope for consensus or bridging of ideas.

An echo chamber

Most people's "friends" on Facebook tend to be people with whom they
have some real-life connection – actual friends, classmates, neighbours
and family members. Functionally, this means that most of your network
will consist largely of people who share your broad demographic profile:
education level, income, location, ethnic and cultural background and
age.

The algorithm knows who in this network you are most likely to engage
with, which further narrows the field to people whose worldview aligns
with your own. You may be Facebook friends with your Uncle Fred,
whose political outbursts threaten the tranquillity of every family get-
together. But if you ignore his conspiracy-themed posts and don't
engage, they will start to disappear from your feed.

Over time this means that your feed gets narrower and narrower. It
shows less and less content that you might disagree with or find
distasteful.

These two responses, engaging and ignoring are both driven by the
invisible hand of the algorithm. And they have created an echo chamber.
This isn't dissimilar to what news organisations have been trying to do
for some time: gatekeeping is the expression of the journalists' idea of
what the audience wants to read.

Traditional journalists had to rely on their instinct for what people would
be interested in. Technology now makes it possible to know exactly what
people read, responded to, or shared.

For Facebook, this process is now run by a computer; an algorithm
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which reacts instantly to provide the content it thinks you want. But this
fine tuned and carefully managed algorithm is open to manipulation,
especially by political and social interests.

Extreme views confirmed

In the last few years Facebook users have unwittingly become part of a
massive social experiment – one which may have contributed to the
equally surprising election of Donald Trump as president of the US and
the UK electing to leave the European Union. We can't be sure of this,
since Facebook's content algorithm is secret and most of the content is
shown only to specific users.

It's physically impossible for a researcher to see all of the content
distributed on Facebook; the company explicitly prevents that kind of
access. Researchers and journalists need to construct model accounts
(fake ones, violating Facebook's terms of use) and attempt to trick the
algorithm into showing what the social network's most extreme political
users see.

What they've found is that the more extreme the views the user has
already agreed with, the more extreme the content they saw was. People
who liked or expressed support for leaving the EU were shown content
that reflected this desire, but in a more extreme way.

If they liked that they'd be shown even more content, and so on, the
group getting smaller and smaller and more and more insular. This is
similar to how extremist groups would identify and court potential
members, enticing them with more and more radical ideas and watching
their reaction. That sort of personal interaction was a slow process.
Facebook's algorithm now works at lightning speed and the pace of
radicalisation is exponentially increased.
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This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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